Welcome to our dairy farm, it is filled with lots of charm. It’s time to tour and see the sights; the grass, the cows, the barns, the lights. Follow these clues from start to end. Surprises await at every bend.

1. Cows we milk here at our place. It’s turned into cheese for you to taste. Look around our farm, inside and out. You’ll find our cows without a doubt.

   Did you find the cows? ________

   If you see a baby it’s called a calf, their silly antics will make you laugh. The milk they drink makes them big and strong, they won’t be little for very long.

   How many calves do we have here at our farm? ________

2. Grass is then stored as bales square or round, either in plastic or in bunkers on the ground. Can you look around for where grass is stored? Maybe somewhere you haven’t explored.

   Did you find where we store our grass for winter? ________

3. We also feed grains to balance the meals; So cows find something that appeals. To protect the grain from rain and sunlight, in silos and bunkers it stays day and night.

   Can you find where we store our grains? ________

4. A barn is for animals, supplies, and tools; And for the farmers who make the rules. Fans in the barn keep the air moving; keeping air quality always improving. 50 degrees is the temp of choice; Much warmer the cows complain with their voice.

   How many fans did you find? Are they running? ________________
Straw or shavings, mats or sand; cow bedding is always on hand. Cows that are comfy and stress-free, are happy milk makers you see. Venture into the barn and look at their beds on the ground. What do you see lying around?

What type of bedding do our cows have?

We also try to save energy, with creative ideas used cleverly. With solar panels and windmills, even low wattage bulbs lower the bills. Focusing on sustainability, can help secure a farm’s viability.

Can you find energy saving or other sustainability efforts we have made?

Let’s look for the big tools to check off here. Do you see Kubota or maybe John Deere? And then there are balers, mowers, and rakes, all towed behind, sometimes they break.

Do you see tractors? Or pull behind equipment?

Poop on the farm is called manure. It doesn’t get flushed or go in the sewer. It’s spread on fields to help crops grow. Natural fertilizer, we love it so! Follow your nose to the big brown pool. Who knew manure could be this cool!

Did you learn about where we store manure?

Our cows get milked every day, when they’re done they say Hooray! In the milkhouse you’ll see big milk tanks, our farmers always give the cows thanks!

Can you find the milk tank?

From the tank follow the pipeline, that carries all the milk by design. Once you find the milking parlor; in the middle stands the farmer. The cows parade in all in a line; Happy to know that it’s milking time.

How many cows can be milked at one time in our parlor?

Milk is picked up each day by a truck, we wave goodbye wish it good luck. The milk then becomes so much more, turned into products you buy at a store. Like yogurt, butter, sour cream and cheese, if you had some today, thank a cow please! We’re proud to be one of the 1,100 farm family owners of Cabot. Buy our products, make it your habit. Look around and you will see, Cabot’s logo on barn, fence, or tree.

How many Cabot logos can you find around our farm?